W e read with immense interest a correspondence on the impact of Journal Impact Factor (JIF) on research published in the Biomedical Journal. [1] Impact factor, since its inception has been criticized for umpteen number of reasons. What sounded interesting from the title was that the author was touching on the issue of the effect of impact factor on our research. The content of the correspondence, however, revolves around the journal policies to increase the impact factor and related pitfalls/ manipulations. Though title to a text is author's prerogative, it should ideally be representative of the contents and conclusion drawn. [2] We are not the great admirers of JIF, especially when it comes to assessing the researcher/scientist, but then many a times the questions raised on the utility of JIF are hypothetical and not evidence-based. We are not very sure if there is any evidence of review articles impacting the JIF or the extent of their influence on JIF, if any. Hence, the authors view that journals resort to publishing more review articles to improve their impact factor needs further elaboration. We however, agree with the author's concern on journal self-citations as a common measure adopted by the journals to improve the JIF.
Regarding the issues raised in the correspondence, we agree that JIF can be manipulated to a certain extent but then author's proposal of finding a new index that is more reliable and resistant to manipulation sounds of mere optimism. Instead, it would be better if we can propose corrective measures for the better utility of the existing JIF. Exclusion of journal self-citations while calculating the JIF can be one simple measure to combat such possible manipulation by the journals.
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